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A complex world
gives rise to clarity
The pandemic filled our lives with contradictions — our
days were intense yet dull, motionless yet exhausting,
unpredictable yet underwhelming. We were living
paradoxes. As the world slowed down, we focused
inward. We formed new habits, renounced old
ones, and got clearer on what mattered to us. As we
discovered in Welcome to the Age of Intentionalism,
2020 birthed a reclamation of agency and direction
by consumers. We call it intentionalism.
Today, we continue to reevaluate what is essential
in our lives and make decisions of all sizes with
increased intention. By embracing this ritual of
ruthlessly decluttering, we are creating more space
for what we love. As we thoughtfully redirect our
energy, we are gravitating towards the communities,
spaces, and passions that inspire and recharge us.

59%
agree “I am more thoughtful
about how I spend my time
since the pandemic”

84%
of Gen Z and Millennials agree
“Fanhoods are my happy place
when life is bringing me down”

ENTER FANHOODS —
A more intentional fan community.

Courtney
@Limseca
I’ve got so many ideas, things I want to draw, make
and sell. Cons I want to attend, fandoms I want to
join, things I wanna do like stream gaming content!
I’m finally doing what I’ve wanted to do my whole life!
6:56 PM • Jul 3, 2021
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At HBO Max, we know
fans because we are fans.
Forever Bonded in Fanhood
We consume content like it’s our job because, well, it is — and
we are obsessed. With our fan-mentality, we know how to
captivate audiences by creating human-centric experiences
through our iconic programming — especially when our fans
need it most. Our culture-shaping IP has given life to thousands
of fandoms spanning across all demos, genres, and passions —
from the deep-in-the-subreddit Westworld fans, to the teamred-pill fanatics of the Matrix saga, to the 30-something
nostalgic fans of Friends, and so many more. And just this
month, for the second year in a row, we invited DC Universe
superfans from all over the world to join us at DC FanDome, an
inclusive, free-for-all, immersive virtual event. We are forever
bonded in fanhood with our audiences — and because of that,
we push the limits of fan expectations through our storytelling
and platform to co-create culture with them.

Briana Hansen
@thebrianahansen
Anybody else obsessed with #Hacks on HBO?
I NEED TO DISCUSS THEORIES (bc that’s what
you do when you love a TV show now?)

Sam Iversen
@SamanthaMarie48
Who’s watching FBOY
Island? I am a fan
Aug 17, 2021

Jul 2, 2021

Mike Snedegar
@MIKESNEDEGAR

Fedhislayer
@Fedhislayer
This #DCFanDome

was amazing!

I want to permanently live inside
Sex and the City Season 3

😀😍❤ I loved it so much, I’m spinning

Jan 22, 2021

Oct 16, 2021

Brian ‘Nnia
@nkxnnia
Remember when if you hadn’t watched
Game of Thrones you couldn’t even open
your Twitter on Monday morning?

and flipping of excitement and happiness!

Katie Reul
@katiereuls
I watched two seasons of Issa Rae’s
#Insecure in 24 hours and I’m obsessed
Apr 28, 2021

Jun 7, 2021

Our approach
For this perspective, we surveyed 1,000 A13-54 across the U.S. For certain themes, we also tapped WarnerMedia’s proprietary
panel — TBH (To Be Honest) —to understand how 18-37-year-olds are engaging with fanhoods.
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A short tale of two
fan communities
Part I: The History of Traditional Fandoms
Once upon a time, die-hard fans lived in isolated fandoms far, far away. To
be part of a fandom required time and energy that wasn’t available to all…

Origins

Geek Culture

Creator Revolution

1950s-1960s

1970s-1980s

1990s-2010s

In the post-war era, American
consumerism booms. As radios
and TVs enter the home, a
frenzy for rock stars like Elvis
and The Beatles begins. Fans
physically follow their favorite
artists everywhere.

Comic strips, fantasy books,
and sci-fi films capture the
imagination of people
failing to fit in. Many dress
up in cosplay and build
niche communities at fan
conventions across the US.

The internet revolutionizes
media consumption, creating
new windows of fan connection
and opening doors for
hardcore fans to write, share,
and contribute their own take
of their favorite fandom stories.
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Part II: The Emergence
of Everyday Fanhoods

…But the world
paused, and fandom
walls crumbled
Fanhoods have risen all over the streets
of social, welcoming all — from the hyperrabid fan to the energy-depleted fan. The
only requirement to belong is: the love for
the original source.
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watching

immersing

reacting

cosplaying

loving

sharing

creating

embodying

supporting

imitating

discussing

Today, we are all
fanatics living in
a fanhood world.
The pandemic destigmatized and democratized what it
means to be a fan and now, we all, regardless of passion,
age, gender, parental status, background, can openly
embrace our inner fan. To be a die-hard fan no longer
requires exuberant amounts of time and energy — when both
are depleted for many. Instead, the barrier to entry has
crumbled. Fans are not required to write pages of fan fiction,
sing song lyrics or recite movie scripts by heart.

Rather the only requirement for belonging to a
fanhood is love for the original source —
whether that’s a show, movie, artist, or album.

ideating

connecting

rewriting

communicating

obsessing

fantasizing
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Come one, come all!
Regardless of age, fans are equally invested in
the average number of fanhoods they follow.

Average number of fanhoods followed by age:

13-17

18-24

4
5
6

25-34

35-54

5

Granty
@IsGranty
BIPOC belong in fandom, LGBT belong in fandom, people of
all ages belong in fandom, women, men, non-binary people
belong in fandom.
5:55 PM • Jun 16, 2021

Dr. Fangirl, PhD (Chrisha)
@dr.fangirlphd

61%
of Gen Z & Millennials agree they are fans
of more things now than 5 years ago

I’m in my 40’s, and I am so glad you’re here. I always love
seeing you on my timeline. <3 I love how this fandom truly
has people of all ages so we can all interact with and learn
from each other.
10:28 AM • Oct 10, 2021
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We like what we like
Consumers are finding passion in all corners of their life — from kale salads to air fryers to
cryptocurrency to streaming — nothing is off-limits as the pandemic inspired a shift in perspective
and a more fervent appreciation for all things. Further, the mechanics of new passion-filled
communities look starkly different from the fandoms we used to know. We define fanhoods as
post-pandemic communities intentionally looking to bring more excitement and purpose into
their lives, wherever and whenever they can find it.
Prior to the pandemic, fandoms were nice-to-haves, these newly evolved intentional communities
— fanhoods — have become necessary sources of energy that instill meaning into consumers’
daily routines.

What are some new things you are
A fan of and why do you love them?
brooke
@chloestraitor
I want to join so many fandoms,
yet I don’t even know if they exist
10:23 AM • Apr 25, 2021
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The collective fan community
saves the individual fan
When our lives were flipped upside down,
fanhoods rescued us like our favorite
superheroes. Answering our distress
signal, these passion-first communities
became a constant source of energy.
They saved us from the monotony and
stress of our real lives and carried us to
the safety of immersive realms.
As we get more intentional with our time,
our fanhood experience is transforming
into a more mindful journey — 55% agree,
“I'm selective of which fanhoods I
participate in.” Fanhoods give us a
deeply
personal
experience
while
keeping us hyper-connected in isolating
times. They create a space for
experimentation — allowing us to explore
new universes when real-world travel is
restricted. As we continue to battle the
evils of burnout caused by overworking,
never-ending household chores, or simply
feeling stuck, fanhoods infuse a new
sense of purpose into our lives.

61%
agree they love immersing themselves in
the entertainment content they love

84%
of Gen Z and Millennials agree “I go
to my fandoms to feel re-energized”
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Selective
yet active
With life picking back up again,
fanhoods remain a top priority
as consumers learn to be more
selective and focused with their
fan involvement. While they are
getting choosy with which
fandoms they engage, it’s not
limiting the actual number they
interact with — the average
respondent is involved with 5
different fandoms with the
highest percentage of fans
saying they are involved in 11
different fandoms.

YOY GROWTH OF FANDOM SOCIAL MENTIONS
Includes different keywords and hashtags related to fandom

+68%

2021-2019
growth

42 M*

33 M
25 M

2019

2020

2021

Social conversation around fandoms boomed in 2020 as a remedy
for isolation during the pandemic. But as life speeds up again,
fandom social chatter is not slowing down — it has increased in 2021.
*Projected based on monthly avg

Suzy P
@hufflpuffes

CJ
@cjmartinart

I want to join many fandoms, like Marvel or
Supernatural or all Chicago or maybe even
Star Wars? Stuff I’m watching when I’m not
doing school or being with my church family.

I am a nerd in general about books, comic books, music, movies,
and many other creative things. I’m a fan of many fandoms
and I write and draw my own comic that I post on Webtoons.
12:02 PM • Jan 23, 2021

3:29 PM • Aug 2, 2021

Jerimy-Senpai
@JerimyKemp
My name is Jerimy-Senpai and I belong to many
fandoms #HarryPotter #StevenUniverse #DCComics

c.
@ihrtcalum

Cl0uding
@ingCl0ud

I want to join more fandoms
they look like they’re having fun

Heya fellas! The name is Cloud, I’m a fan of many fandoms and I consider myself
a part of many communities, such as DreamSMP, Anime, Gaming, LGBTQ+ and a
lot more. Tell me if y’all would like to be mutuals. Dms are always open <3
6:10 AM • Jul 4, 2021

Source: Brandwatch Social Listening (2021-2019)

12:22 AM • Aug 12, 2021
4:28 PM • Aug 15, 2021
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Cultural Signals

Gratitude
in fanhood
This summer, Gail Simone, the author of
DC Comics’ Birds of Prey, asked her Twitter
followers, “Can you name a single positive
thing, big or small, that your fandom did for
you, in your real life?” Fans answered by
using #MyFandomHelpedMe. Thousands of
fans joined the conversation sharing their
immense gratitude for what their respective
fandoms helped them accomplish, especially
during the pandemic.

simplyclockwork
@clockworkfic

Z-R1Nzoe
@Z_R1Nzoe

#MyFandomHelpedMe get through a long, lonely time
with no friends in a new city. Not to mention how it kept
me sane during a global pandemic and a year off work.
I’m so grateful for fandom and the wonderful people in it.

#MyFandomHelpedMe Rediscover my
love for a show that I abandoned so
unjustly, as well as reignited my passion
for being involved in a fandom.

12:15 PM • Jul 2, 2021

5:41 PM • Jul 2, 2021

Tee
@prettyb0yp0rter

Kelly
@KellyP221

#MyFandomHelpedMe make friendships that have
spanned decades & continents. Fandom helped me survive
the pandemic. Fandom gave me a way to help organize
aid for the Australian wildfires. Fandom gave me outlets
for creativity, to respect and support the work of others.

#MyFandomHelpedMe get through
2020, because it helped me meet so
many people from different backgrounds
who came together for a common
purpose, who became extended family.

5:41 PM • Jul 2, 2021

7:54 PM • Jul 2, 2021
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From extracurricular fandoms to
essential fanhoods
Fanhoods are reflections of who we are individually
and collectively. They act as living entities — warping
and morphing to meet our evolving needs, in realtime. Since we have fundamentally changed, so has
our fan experience.

1 in 2
agreed they like how their
fanhoods continue to evolve

FIVE NEW FAN RULES
CURATION

the customization of
the fan experience

CULTIVATION

the real-time expansion
of the fan experience

CROSS-POLLINATION

the rapid collision of
the fan experience

COMMUNICATION

the language of
the fan experience

COMMUNITY

the bond and impact
of the fan experience
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BYOF- build your own fanhood
Fans are not afraid to fully plunge into their
entertainment obsessions. They are watching,
shopping, sharing, and living inside the shows
and films they love. These multi-layered
immersions are no longer mindless activities.
Instead, they are more intentional. We found
that the more fanhoods respondents were part
of, the more selective they were with them —
64% of those in 4+ fanhoods agreed they were
more selective of which fanhoods they
participate in vs 58% in 1+ fanhood(s).
Consumers are carefully curating their
personal fanhood universe. Across screens,
platforms, and IRL/URL events, they are
selecting which elements will be part of their
fan experience. A single character, show or
movie is a ticket to endless permutations of
immersion — a Batman fan can recreate a
miniature battle scene from The Lego Batman
Movie, or dress in costume to watch The Dark
Knight, or play The Caped Crusader video
game. There is a dedicated community around
each of these beloved narratives, and a
multitude of fan experiences await to take
consumers deeper into each of these worlds.

57%
agree “I love being able to immerse myself
in a show through multiple touchpoints”

50%
of fans love creating a
unique fan experience

Ben
@wholesomeben

I’m a little late but I’ve been watching the DC animated
universe films and I’ve almost finished watching all 16
films ahaha. I’m currently on Batman Hush so I’ve only
got 3 more to go. I’m actually really enjoying these films
and I lowkey prefer them to the MCU films.

7:09 PM • Jun 10, 2021

Think of a show, movie or steaming series you
are a big fan of. How do you engage with it?
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CULTIVATION

Our fanhoods are forever
timeless and expand in real-time
Fans are doing more than curating and consuming their favorite fanhood source material. They
are getting their hands dirty to grow and fuel the fanhood in real-time. When productions were
delayed due to the pandemic, more fans than ever before jumped in to keep the heart of their
fanhood beating.
Now, fans are no longer waiting idly for their favorite content to be released. Instead, every fan
feels like they have the right to write, direct, produce, and distribute their homemade fanhood
creations. From fan-made podcasts hashing out show moments to fan theory guides to DIY
cosplay tutorials to dedicated Reddit accounts, consumers keep their fanhoods fresh and
relevant for decades on end.

1 in 2

86%

fans said they love consuming content about
the fanhood created by other fans

of Gen Z and Millennials love sharing about the things they
are a fan of with family/friends/ community fanhoods

Flash recruitment
Fan-led creations are proliferating at
faster speeds as consumers are more
willing to share their love for fanhoods
on their social channels and beyond—
recruiting a new legion of fans. In fact,
social conversation around keywords
such as “fanfiction” and “fanmade” grew
85% in the last two years.

nica
@stlla_gibson

YOY GROWTH OF FANFICTION AND FANMADE
SOCIAL MENTIONS
Includes different keywords and hashtags related to fanfiction

+85%

2021-2019
growth

7.4 M*
7.0 M

4.0 M

Such a cool idea! I don’t really know what I’m doing but I
enjoy creating it. There are so many amazing artists in this
fandom, so whoever wants to join the train please do!
10:35 AM • Feb 20, 2021

2019

2020

2021

*Projected based on monthly avg

Source: Brandwatch Social Listening (2021-2019)
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CULTIVATION

Cultural Signals

Big & small, old & new –
fanhoods are multiplying
THE RISE OF HYPER-NICHE FANHOODS
Consumers are getting creative to fill their
need for human connection. From the
infamous Ant Colony Facebook group and
Clubhouse Whale Room where users
pretend to be animals to the Warrior
fanfiction club where members add transinclusive love stories to their favorite Bruce
Lee fighting scenes — there is something
for every fan.

Maya Wilkes
@_pr0fanity
The adult swim tiktok trend is my
favorite bc I love them commercials
9:19 AM • Jun 10, 2021

LATE NIGHT THOUGHTS
TURN INTO FAN-MADE BUMPS
This summer, Adult Swim fans made
headlines by putting their own spin on
the network’s iconic late-night promo
spots. On brand with Adult Swim’s
quirkiness, this viral TikTok trend was
sparked by a fan unbeknownst to
the network. The thousands of fan
recreations that followed ranged from
simple to elaborate stunts and covered
hot topics like student debt, toxic
positivity, remote work, and more.
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A mashup in the making –
fanhoods are merging
Fans are remixing their favorite fanhoods and crosspollinating interests to give birth to new passion-filled
microcosms. Love Harry Potter? And love Fashion?
Check out the @Gryffindior account where fashionista
Potterheads are weaving together their love for
couture and the magic of Harry Potter to put a
Hogwarts twist on the latest runway trends. These
accounts are a manifestation of the creativity that
exists within fanhoods and the emerging subcultures
that can transport fans of one world into another.

83%
of Gen Z and Millennials agree
“I love fanhoods that combine
two or more of my passions”

Fans are finding and inventing innovative
ways to engage with multiple fandoms at once:
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Cultural Signals

Streaming is buzzing
with cross-pollination
RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Whether you are foodie or a “Selenator,”
Selena + Chef perfectly mixes these two
fanhoods in a way that elevates your total
fanhood to a whole new level. The series
intertwines elements of a traditional cooking
show with Selena's celebrity charm.
READY, SET, CRAFT!

The Great Pottery Throw Down and Craftopia
are blending reality competitions with the
rising love for analog activities — like pottery
and collaging — birthing an entirely new
fanhood for the handcraft game show genre.

Drew
@drewberrymole
I love Selena + Chef so much. Maybe just because I
really enjoy cooking myself but it’s such a good show
1:42 AM • Apr 29, 2021

Ket
@livselll
I was thinking about Selena’s new cooking series and
imagining if there is a hot chef who Selena falls in love
with and they date, can I write a fanfiction already
11:54 AM • May 26, 2021

56%
will continue to explore new
genres when streaming
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Fan-linguistics, the new
hieroglyphics of our time
Whether fans are learning High Valyrian, the fictional
language of Game of Thrones, through courses on
Duolingo or discussing their favorite Big Bang Theory
made-up words like “Bazinga” or “Meemaw,” there’s a
coded dialect that fanhoods use to communicate.

63%

Since the pandemic, emotions are running high, and
consumers are not shying away from sharing their
feelings. In this new world of fanhoods, consumers are
turning to their favorite shows and characters to help
them express themselves when they can’t find the words.
Fans use this modern-day hieroglyphics or fan-language
made up of memes, climatic show scenes, personable
character quotes, wacky gifs, zoom backgrounds and
more, to help them process the intense ups and downs of
everyday life, in real-time. This lingo is no longer used
solely to talk about the fanhood realm but rather used to
make sense of the real world.

of Gen Z and Millennials
have used memes from
a show or movie they love
to express their current
mood, feelings, or
whatever is on their mind

Eloisa Amezcua
@Eloisa_Amezcua
Me to my therapist tomorrow:
Pits
@Pits666
Just saw the new Matrix trailer.
The original inspired me so much.
The latest inspires more and I do want a trench coat.

7:17 AM • Sept 12, 2021

5:45 PM • Aug 11, 2021
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Express
yourself
Cultural Signals

MEMES ARE AN EMOTIONAL OUTLET
Fans shifted from using memes to talk specifically about
the content to using memes to talk about themselves and
their life experiences.

PERMANENT PASSION
Tattoo shop bookings are surging as people are looking
for ways to authentically express themselves in an
incredibly raw time. Google searches for “Tattoo shop
near me” are up by 1,500% and 300M people searched for
tattoo inspiration on Pinterest in the last year — this
includes looking for ideas for how to ink their loyalty for
their favorite fanhoods. Rick and Morty tattoo ideas alone
have seen a 150% increase in searches year-over-year.

MUSE FOR SELF-EXPRESSION
Fans are reinterpreting present and past worlds within their
favorite entertainment to express themselves to the max.
Parents are googling “Euphoria Makeup” to recreate show
looks with their children, Millennials are decorating their
homes with iconic show relics like Monica’s yellow peephole
door frame in Friends, and Gen Z is taking fashion cues
from enigmatic characters before their time like Carmela in
The Sopranos. Others are wearing their fandom love on
their literal sleeve, sporting merch that only other insiders
would know about (read: ATN News hoodies and
“Shopping is my cardio” t-shirts).
hales
@loverslimbo
LOOK AT THE EUPHORIA MAKEUP PALETTE
MY MOM GOT FOR MY BDAY ITS SO SEXC

5:51 PM • Jun 16, 2020
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Fanning the fire for change, and
making friends along the way
This decade is challenging us like no other — from the
ever-changing pandemic status to the centuries-old cries
for racial and social justice to the dire state of the planet.
While our fanhoods give us a place to escape and make
new fan-ships along the way, they also give us a place to
connect on issues in our current reality.
Fandoms that once used their social prowess to petition
for the return of their favorite series or boycott a noninclusive award show are now mobilizing as fanhoods to
create social impact. They are tapping their digital
savviness to redesign advocacy methods — they hijack
anti-Black Twitter hashtags, monetize YouTube videos to
raise funds, and leverage office tools like Google sheets
to create and distribute pledges. When the passion for a
cause merges with a love for a piece of entertainment,
the impact is electric.

78%
of Gen Z & Millennials agree
fanhoods are a force of
nature when rallying
together for a cause

sanaa
@97Sanaaa
A tweet for the fandom:
You’re capable of great things and
making a change, why not use your
power to make a positive impact
on everyone around you, remember
that you’re the one who can
change anyone’s mindset & we’ve
learned this from our show. J <3
12:29 PM • Jun 27, 2021
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Fanhood BFFs
CONVERSATION STARTERS
And Just Like That, the revival of the cult
classic Sex and The City is expected to

Cultural Signals

spark spicy conversation amongst friends
and fans about love, dating, and friendship.

INTER-GENERATIONAL FRIENDSHIPS

43%
have found friendships in their fandoms

Whether a fan of the original or of the
reboot, the Gossip Girl fanhood is creating
some friendly competition amongst Gen Z
and Millennials, but most importantly, it’s
connecting these two young generations
watching the show.

73%
of Gen Z & Millennials agree “When my
IRL friends are unavailable, I can
always count on my fanhood friends”

Molly Reed
@mollyannreed
This reboot is basically just a generation battle:
millennials vs. gen z’s and I’m here for it. #GossipGirl
8:33 PM • Jul 8, 2021
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1 in 2
agree diversity and inclusion
is important for them to be
a fan of something

Cultural Signals

Entertainment mirror
RAW AND REAL BODIES

ROBIN REPRESENTS

Mare of Easttown fans showered Kate

DC Comics rewrote Batman’s famous
sidekick, Robin, as bisexual in its latest
comic series Batman: Urban Legends.
After the release of the issue, fans
expressed their gratitude to the creators
for representing the LGBTQIA+ community.

Winslet with respect and admiration for
her unretouched face and body within
the show. The actor’s persistence on
displaying what real bodies look like
made the new show’s fanhood stronger.

Ch3rryB0mb Chill
@Ch3rry_Chill
Tim Drake Robin is bisexual canonically, feels good to have
one of my favorite comic characters be Bi representation
8:05 AM • Aug 17, 2021
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Streaming is the charging
station for fanhoods
If fanhoods are an energy source, then streaming is the
main current that keeps it charged. Fans flock to
streaming services to join and discover new fanhoods
and to dive into archives of their beloved favorites — 62%
agree they like re-watching the entertainment they love.
In a world where bingeing is the norm, it’s not surprising
that fans say one of their top actions in anticipation of a
new fanhood release is to revisit older content.

82%
of Gen Z and Millennials
agree streaming is the reason
more people are part
of new fanhoods

Actions taken in anticipation of a new release
of favorite show, movie or streaming series:
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Reloading screams
and happy tears
Cultural Signals

Ahead of the release of The Conjuring: The
Devil Made Me Do It, HBO Max saw a surge in
viewing for the entire The Conjuring franchise
as horror fans across the country re-lived their
favorite scream-worthy moments.

KL111EI
@KL222EI

Conjuring universe movie
marathon lets goo 🍿 🍿

🍿

1:25 AM • Apr 1, 2021
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Intentional streaming
rewires fanhoods
Streaming is the catalyst for transforming
fandoms to fanhoods. It electrifies the
passion that lives in each fanhood by being
central for engagement and immersion.

The streaming effect on fanhoods
CURATION

CULTIVATION

CROSS-POLLINATION

COMMUNICATION

CROSS-POLLINATION

The vast streaming
libraries allow
fans to build
personalized
universes

Reboots and remakes
of fan favorites
available via streaming
keep fanhoods
revitalized on social

Forward-looking
streaming genres
evolve current
fanhoods and
birth new ones

Iconic moments in
streaming shape
the way fans
communicate and
relate to one another

Streaming unites
fans and exposes
them to new
worlds and
perspectives

POWERFUL GG FANDOM
@mooclownfactory
I really want to have more streaming parties with OTHER fandoms in
future too… Streaming parties really help both artists and fans…
1:36 PM • Jul 17, 2021
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Embrace a fan-centric approach
In a true post-pandemic paradox, fan culture is both unifying and universal while also deeply
personal and bespoke. Brands need to understand these ever-evolving dynamics in order to
stay culturally relevant.

Powered by viewers, fanhoods are shaping
culture as much as culture is shaping them.
The powerful bonds that streaming creates between fans through storytelling is one that
can last a lifetime. In a time where brands must show up in their consumers’ lives with
intention and purpose, fanhoods provide an opportunity to build deeper relationships with
audiences. Rather than orbiting around fanhoods, brands need to get closer to the content
that their consumers love.

Here are three key learnings to remember:

#1

Fanhoods live
at the heart of
cultural relevancy

#2

Fan fluency
is the future

#3

Fans are desperately
seeking portals
of immersion
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#1

key learning

Fanhoods live at the
heart of cultural relevancy

The pandemic redefined and destigmatized what it means to be a fan—stretching the
term beyond the stereotypical notion of only being for the young, the die-hard, and the
rabid. Today, the make-up of fanhoods spans age, gender, background, and level of
passion. Don't assume that an older Millennial male won't fall in love with the romantic
anthology Love Life or that a Midwest Gen X grandma won’t obsess over the fantasy
horror show Lovecraft Country. There is a multifaceted nature to these intentional fans
and what they love hides deep below the surface.
To build deeper and more authentic relationships with consumers, marketers must be
fans first. They need to understand their consumers’ obsessions from the inside out —
and the composition, values, and intricacies of each fanhood. Brands can only stay
relevant by being closer to the fanhoods and programming that their consumers love.
With our award-winning programming, we intentionally build these fanhoods from the
ground up. We make an individual consumer feel seen, but also engage a broader
audience through the power and humanity of our storytelling.

1 in 2
agree “I think brands
should help bring
fandoms to life”

58%
of uber fans* (aka those engaged with 4+ fanhoods)
agree “I’m more likely to trust an ad if it runs
during one my favorite shows” vs. 47% of total

Demo Spotlight
Older Millennials and younger Gen Xers are the most
likely cohorts to be watching entertainment that paints
a true picture of America’s population—77% of 35-54year-olds said the entertainment content they are a
fan of depicts a diverse and inclusive cast versus 72% of
the average 13-54-year-olds.

*Uber fans = those engaged w ith 4+ fanhoods
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#2
key learning

Fan fluency
is the future

Fanhoods are rapidly expanding, merging, and evolving — birthing intricate fan microcosms
each more nuanced than the prior. This constant cross-pollination amongst fanhoods is
making fan language harder to decode over time.
Understanding who fans are, how they act, and where they gather is only half the battle.
Brands must also learn to speak their language — in all forms of expression. At HBO Max, we
pride ourselves in being fan polyglots. We deeply understand the relationships our
audiences have to our content — from specific show moments they meme about, to the
fashion looks they embrace, to the catchphrases they adopt as their own. Our
programming creates cultural artifacts and how fans relate to our content is a reflection of
their current mindset. We are fully fluent in fan languages because we have helped create
them. We know the precise way our audience wants to see, hear, and speak with brands —
serving as real-time translators into the fan world.

When brands partner
with entertainment
content, how does
this shape your
feelings of the brand:

Demo Spotlight
Male consumers and especially dads are the most likely cohorts
to enjoy fandom content made by entertainment brands—57% of
male respondents and a significant 70% of fathers agree they
like when entertainment brands build fandoms for them to
participate compared to 48% for the average 13-54-year-old.
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#3
key learning

Fans are desperately
seeking portals of immersion

Fans are getting experimental — not only are
they joining new fanhoods, they are also
engaging with them in new ways. Their favorite
characters are inspiring them to live life with
purpose, so much so, that fans are embracing
“main character energy,” a trend we explored
in Welcome to the Age of Intentionalism. They
are creating alternate versions of beloved
movie scenes and transforming their real-life
spaces to mirror their favorite on-screen
environments. Fans are immersing themselves
into narratives at every touchpoint — and
they’re hungrier than ever for more.
To captivate these intentional and hyper-engaged fans, brands must be agile and omnipresent —
ready to entertain on-screen and off-screen. They must create content that fans enjoy, but also that
they can remix, repurpose, and make their own. With our ever-evolving ecosystem of linear networks,
social handles, digital and streaming platforms, we allow consumers to unlock the deepest levels of
fan immersion. From the House of Bachata pop-up experience where fans can dance with a
holographic Romeo Santos to the global epicness of DC FanDome where, for 24-hours, fans can
whisk around 100+ hours of exclusive footage, insider info, star-studded panels, and behind-thescenes content, we empower consumers to be more than die-hard fans but rather active players in
the narratives they love, putting them at the center of our entertainment.

Demo Spotlight

70%

63%

agree “I want to
engage with content
on multiple platforms”

of uber fans* have been inspired
to purchase by streaming
shows/movies vs. 53% of total

Affluent and Gen Z consumers are the
most likely cohorts to daydream about
their fanhood — 65% of respondents
with a household income over $100K
and 61% of 18-24-year-olds said they
daydream about living in the show
movie series universe, compared to 52%
for the average 13-54-year-old.
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*Uber fans = those engaged w ith 4+ fanhoods
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Methodology
We partnered with Leflein Associates to deploy a nationally representative survey of 1,000 A13-54 to
investigate the nuances of the rising trend of intentionalism and its impact on fanhoods and streaming.
For specific themes, we also tapped WarnerMedia’s proprietary panel – TBH – surveying 500 adult Gen Z
and Millennials to understand how the fan experience is changing for 18-to-37-year-olds.
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What’s next…
Fanhoods: The Fan Experience Rewritten is
part of a series of cultural and behavioral
research reports from HBO Max to process the
now and forecast the future. Be on the
lookout for our next report where we dive into
the new streaming dynamics within families.
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